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Report: 

 

Solid Oxide Cells (SOCs) are electrochemical devices working at high temperature. They are considered as one 

of the most promising technology for the massive production of hydrogen in electrolysis mode or the production 

of electricity when operated in fuel cell mode. They consist of a dense electrolyte, usually made of Yttria 

Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ), sandwiched between two porous electrodes. Because of system failures in operation 

(e.g. fuel shortage or air re-introduction during the system’s shutdown), the nickel used in the ceramic-metallic 

electrode (Ni-YSZ cermet) can be re-oxidized inducing its volume expansion. The Ni swelling within the cermet 

generates high tensile stresses in the YSZ backbone leading to the formation of micro-cracks. This mechanical 

damage causes a significant decrease in the SOC electrochemical performances. However, the fracture mode in 

the electrode microstructure as well as its impact on the electrochemistry are not well understood yet. Therefore, 

the main goal of this experiment is to characterize the distribution of micro-cracks in the Ni-YSZ cermet 

generated at different levels of Ni re-oxidation. For this purpose, it is essential to combine a very high spatial 

resolution to detect the cracks while keeping a large field of view to be representative of the overall electrode 

microstructure. Moreover, a high-energy beam is needed to distinguish the different phases and to ensure the 

transmission across the high-absorbent ceramic materials of SOCs. The X-ray nano-holotomography technique 

available at the ESRF on the ID16A beamline is especially relevant for this study as it fullfils all the 

requirements. 

 

Experimental method 

 

The experiment was carried out on the ID16A NanoImaging beamline of the ESRF. The holotomographic 

acquisitons were performed at 33.6 keV, recording 2000 projections over 180° for each scans with a resolution 

of 10 nm. The specific acquisiton procedure with a random motion has been used since its elevance was already 

proved for Solid Oxide Cells during previous experiments. The phase retrieval was done using input data 

correpsonding to the known materials in the samples. 

 

 

 

 



 

Results 

 

During the experiment, five samples have been scanned in their pristine state. All these samples were cut by 

Plasma-Focused Ion Beam (PFIB) and fixed on a specific pin adapted to the beamline setup. Two of these 

samples have been oxydized and reduced ex-situ before a new acquisiton during the beamtime (Figure 1). The 

redox cycle produced micro-cracks in the YSZ backbone. Since the same sample have been scanned before and 

after oxydation, we should be able to reveal the location for crack appearance. The three other samples will be 

partially re-oxydized with a controlled time and analyzed using the FIB-SEM technique (destructive technique). 

In addition, two samples after a redox cycle of 30 min and 60 min have been also characterized during the 

beamtime. These samples will help for the good understanding of the crack appearance. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Projection 

obtained on the beamline for 

the same sample (a) in 

pristine state and (b) after an 

ex-situ redox cycle. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

The experiment was a success. We have especially scanned successfully two samples that have been aged ex-

situ during the beamtime, validating the protocol from sample preparation to redox treatment. The data 

treatment to detect the micro-cracks is still in progress. A first step of image registration has been achived 

for the reconstructions that have been done in pristine state and after redox cycle. Nevertheless, we are at the 

limit of the spatial resolution of the beamline, making the clear detection of cracks very challenging. We are 

also working on solutions to improve image quality using Machine Learning methods. In addition to the 

holotomographic acquisitions, a Near Field Ptychographic scans has been also achieved on one sample. This 

technique should allow a better spatial resolution to be reached. However, the data treatment of this kind of 

acquisition is more complex and time consuming. The operatio is still on-going in link with people of the 

beamline.  

At least one article will be written after the final data analysis obtained on the ID16A beamline.  

 


